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Whe
Infllience of Rewording Verbal Problems on

Children's,Problem Representations and Solution's

ERIK DE CORTEi LI; VERSCHAFFEL,VLUC

University of LeUve, .BelgiUm,

No. Abt tract

This study ttrei nce of changes in the wording, of Simple

addition. and.subtra6tian--Problemewitost affecting their semantic structure

on the level of difficulty of those prabrig$ for first and second graders
,,-.

and on the nature of "their. errors. The ob3e9tiveds to contribute to a

better understanding of the process of constrU:tin4 a mental problem representation

starting from the verbal text. A quantipitive a iPclualitativeanalysis of The

data prodpc*S findingssupPortinithe hypothesis. rewording the problem in
. . ..

yp

such a way that:the semanti r4atid-ns. are. made more-expIicit has al4ilitating
_ ...,, ..

,c

effect. on the construction of an appropriate mental representation..



Recent research on simple addition and stbtractiOn'wond prOblems has

produced convincing evidence that the)semantic structure of verbal probleMs
_ _ J,_ --

strongly influences the relative difficulty ofs14hpr91P-Orl and :the,
_ _ _

strategies used by first and second graders to solvr#01.; Typical ?of -this

kind of research is 'the' work by Green() &',:441tr. (1983)4 anipy

Carpenter & Moser (1982):_

With respect

average, change'

themselves easier

be qualified in th

to the level or difficulty, it has. been fsund that,: on

problems are easier than coMbine problems', Whic are

than compare-problemsAtwever'. this general findingLs.tO

e sense that, within eaCh_of'these three type of Problems,

there Ore substantial differendeS in. relatiVe-difficUlty ttia yin function:

Of the it4ntity of the unknown quantity For example; cha ge,Problems in

which the initial quantity or start set is ux3nown are mor difficult than.

those with the result set or the change set unknown,' change problemswith the

start set unknown are also dOpSittently more .difficult /for children than

combine problems in' which the superset .or combined quantity is unknown (Riley

et al., 1983).'

.The relation between the semantic structure of- problems and the solution

strategies applied by Children haabeen well-demonstrated IongitlidJ.p4i

study by CarPenter,& Moser (1982; see also. Carpenter,et al., 19614.; Their

t

results show that "the strategies that children use represent an attempt

model the semantic. Structure of the,problem" (Carpenter & Moser, 1982,

21). As illustrations, give the three following problems

(1) Change /Result set

Unknown

(2). Change/Change set

unknown

(3) Compare/Difference

set unknown

Pete had 8 pies.-

He gawa.--1 apples to Ann.

How many app =s doe Pete have now ?

Pete had .3 apples.

Then Ann gave him some more apples.

1Now Pet has 8 apple.

How many apples did 'Ann gave him ?

Pete has 3_:_apples.

:Ann has 8 apples.

How many'apples does. Ann have more than

Pete ?



EaOh.of these problems can be solved'hy-sdbtracting the smallest numberfrom

the larger one. However, Carpgnter ,& Moser .(1982) found a signific#nt

tendency in young ,\children to apply a different toliation strategy

manipulatives for eac problem

\Problem1(1):gepat g strategY4i-the,,'child ,constrtictS aset of eight
- -

bloCkS, then ,takes away three' blacksi'and finally.countS,the

remaining blocks, which yields the answer.

11_

Prbblem (2): adding on 'strategy the child constructs a set of Iocks,

then addS bloaks until the new set equals the larger gxven,num-

bet, and-finally counts the number .of blockt added.

Problem (3): matching strategy: the child puts out a set Z;f three b 0c,

and a set,of eight .biodks; then both sets are rnatchd o °:-to
one, an the child counts the 'number of biockS in the larger

set that are unmatched.

The results_ of research in our center over the past few years are generally

consistent with the findings of the American inyestigators.','cOncerning the

influen e of the semantic structure of verbal problems on' -the 'rel'ative
.

difficul y of these tasks and on the solution strategies used by thiidien (De.

-C.-Otte & Ilerschaffel, 1982; De., Corte, Verschaffel & ez.!..cpiieten, 1984

Irerschaffel; 1984). However, this work suggestsat theSaMetime that, -'in

addition to the semantic-structutd,epme,Other Ttask,ctaacerieti-cs also have

an important effect On:childiPhiptoblefl-tOlvingproceSseSinaMely, the

sequence of the known elements in the problem text and the degree in Which

the semantic relations b ween the,given and thetnknot4n giaantitieS4of the
, f

problem are_made explicit n the 41FIzial text: lit:thepresentgaper we Will.

focus on the second aspe but we give behorehand a Short illustration

of the first aspect.

In a recent longitudinal study with thirty first graders (See alto De
1

Corte & V ichaffeI, 1983a) the following combine problem with.one of the

subsets unkn was administered: "Pete had 3 apples; Ann has ,also some

apples; Pete and Ann have 9 apples altogether; how- apples,..doesAnn
- v

have ? We found that children solved this problem almost excluSively with an

:indirect additive 4trategy,:either adding on when using blocks or /counting up

from the smaller given nn-Mbet. Carpenter & Moser (1982; s e also,/ Carpenter et'

al.; 1982), on the contrary', report that the majority of the childten in

their study tended to apply adirect subtractive strategy either separating

from when using blocks, or counting down froth the larger given numbet;

Carpenter & Moser's Combine prOblemSisUbset unknown were stated as follows:



"There axe 6 children on the playground; 4 are bOy5 and the rest are girls;
. ,

:how manY: girlsare,On , the playgradnd?"::0otparing:this problem With° the

preceding one reveals a Significantdifference-in the .verbal text that may
,

have :caused the observed difference inHthe solution 'strategies. applied by
-a : . ,

YoUng:thildren; in our verbal problem the given subset is mentioned first in

stiPersetis:giVenv in :Carpenter &:MOser'sCombine

ra-ed.Thiss*ieststhe--follow-ingypoth-e-Sis ,

the text; before the

which-should be systematically tested, in future 14Pearch: that the strategy

used by children to'solVe simple addition and subtraction problems depends

natioonly on the semantic structure _,of the Easkbut alsoon the sequence of,

the known elements in the problem, text.

As mentioned. above, our res rch has suggested J a second task

characteristic which, besides the the tic structure, can have a significant
0 ,

influence on,children's .solution processes, namely, the degree in which the
H

semantic relations' between . the ,quantities in the pr blem are stated

explicitly. In a 'recent investigation, we. studied his aspect more
4

syptematically than has previo0Sly been done. Research by others has already
I

yielded evidence supporting the hypothesis that.rewording simple addition and

subtraction problems can affect.the relative difficulty of certain types of

problems (see also Riley et. al., 1983). Lindval 4 Iberia (1980) have-

reported- that traditional . combine/subset unknow prOblems become
' L ,

significantly easier for kindergarten children when t ey are restated as'

follows: "Tom ancfJoa have 8 marbles altogether; 5 of th e marblesbelong to

Ibmand the'rest belongs to doe; how many marbles does J e h ?"_.± The usual,

'rriore condensed version would be: -"Tom and Joe'- have 8 marbles. altogether; Tom
..,

has 5 marbles; how many marbles dbes Joe have?" '

In a study with 12 nursery-schoOli 24 kindergarten, and 28 first7grade.

children Hudson:7(1980) concentrated on compare proiXems.'He presented eight-

pictures to:the: children showing, for example; five, birds-and -four worms.;

-'with respect tci,this pictures two different questions were askedwith a17Short..
,

interval-between them: (1) the usual question in eompateproblemSL "tfcwOany

. more lxirds:than worms are there?"; (2)--an altern tive.question: iuppose:the:.:
_.. ...._ .

birds all race over and each one tries to'get a wo I How many birdawon

get a worm ?" Hudson found::that the problem was significantly easier when*the'

second question was asked; to.obtain their solution children.uSed-a matching

Strategy.
._,..,

The results of ..these studies suggest that children's difgculties in

solving word problems stated in the traditional form are not primarily due to
_

a lack Of quantitative actions or procedures to perform a solUtion_ but

rather to the fact that they do notunderStand these probleme well enough.
. ,

This brings 'us to the theoretical background of our investigation Concerning

1;0



the effect-of changeSj.n'the usual wording of AitpleadditiOn anc( subtraction

'problems.

.Theoretical framework

The study on the influence of rewording verbal: pfoble on children's

problem representations and solutions was' deSigned Within.' the framework of

II model (De Corte & VerSChdffeIi. 1983a)', which is-

based on work done.bY Green and associates in which Semantic irocessing-is
_

considered to be a crucial_ component in skilled problem solving (Greeno;

.1982; Riley et al;, 1983). The model:consists of fiveostages:

(1) The firtt phase is conceived a'cOmplex, goal-oriented text-processing

activity: starting .from the verbal text the pupil constructs a global,

abstract, mental representation of the problem in terms of sets Ind set
.

relations;,

(2) On-thebasis of this tepretftttatidti; the problem solver then seldqts an

appropriate formal aritbmetid operation or an informal counting "strategy

to find the unknown elethentinthe-prOblem:representatiOn.

(3), The execution of the selected action or operation is-the net

stage in the problem-solving process.

(4).Then the prObleffi solver reactivates the initial problem representation,

replaces the unknown element by the result of the action performed,."

and forulates the answer.

(5) The final tagercontiStO7ofVerification actions. to.check :the correctness;;

of the Solution found in the preceding stage.
.,4

As stated abo,:re, the first stage of the solution Process is conceived as a

goal-oriented text- processing; Activity; :kore 7 specifically, %he mental

representation- constructed in thisAphapeois-oonSidered as the result of a

complex interaction, of- bot#om=Up and top-down analysis, tne processing

of the-verbal input a1 well aS_the,activity.of the competent probleiSolVers't

`word, prObleMttheta',(De =Corte :&-VerSchaffeI, 1983a) ` and semantic schemata

(ChShgei combine, and :;-compare scheba) contribute to the construction of the

tepresentation.

The verbal proplemt taipt are usually given to children in schools Are most

often stated very briefly, and sometimes even ambiguously, unless one knows

'and takes into account -.carious textual presuopoSitionS (see also Nesher &

Ketriel, 1977; l(4.itsch -& Greeno, 'in preparation) . As an illustration,' let us

consider the following problem: "Pete has 3 apples.: Pete and Ann have 9

apples altogether; how:manyapplet does Ann haVer In this problem text it is

not stated explicitly that" Pete l,s three applei.men'tionedi in the- '_fiit
.

sentence Alscv;forM at the,sa* time part of the nine apples that Pete and Anh.



have altogether. Kintsch 4 dreeno (in preParation) give 'another sample -of a"

typical preSupposition of the "word- problem.` game ": in verbal pro lema the

utterance that someone has thingt'l means "exactly n things". However, in

natural language the sentence "Pete-has 3 apples" 'says nothing morethan that

Pete- has at least,three apples; the sentence would still be true even if he

has more than three apples.
,

.1Exper;Lencedproblem sol rs--have--no difOmlat--

indistinctness of the usual-word problems. and in constructing an appropriate_

representationf. because they process the verbal text IargeAr in a top-down

way, i.e. the processing is:conceptually-drivep..using the.semantiC.,sChemata.

mentioned above. Competent proble6 solvers' viell-developed semanticsChematamentioned

enable them to compensate for omissions and ambiguities in the problem

statement. In less able and inexperienced- children, however,sthe semantic

schemata are not yet very well developed, and, therefore, these children .

.depend more 'on bottom -tip or text driven processing to construct an

appropriate problem representation; Therefore; we would suggest that,

especially for those children, rewording 'verbal problems in such a way that.

the semantic relations are made-more explitit without affecting the

t:underlying semantic and,. mathematical. structure .:6411: facilitate. the
9

"construction of a proper prob;em representation and, by extension; on findin4;

the correct scilution.

Materials.

Method

Two series of six rather difficult word problems were copstruc-
_

ted:oSeries A and Series B. Each seriesconsisted of two change problems. in

whiCk the start set. was unknown (change '5 -*iit#1aaaifidaidn;:dftypg.a.

0/;Word problems by Riley et aI;, 1983), tw combihe problemS in Which one of

the subsets was uhknown (combine 2), and two compare problems in which the'

difference between the referent set and the compared set was unknown (coteare

1). In Series A the problernboece stated in the usual form in "which they)

normally appear in first graders' textbooks and in the most.):recent

investigations on addition and subtraction word problems, _In Series B the

same kinda of problems were reformulated in such a ,way- that the _semantic

relations between the sets were stated more explicitly so that they'Would,bd
--

Clearer to young children: Table gives an ove 'ew o both series of word

problems.

In the usual statement, of change 5 problems, there' it no explicit

reference to the unkhobwil' stariset; ftir example, in the first problem of

Seriet A in Table 1, it is not mentioned-explicitly that Jan had already some

cmarbles.before he won three more marbles. The rewording consisted mainly in



adding a sentence to the proiilem Statement,:in which-this unknown startset is

fidanyfied.' .

Ina traditional combine 2 pyOblem, it is not stated expliditiy that. the,-.given ,'
_,

subset -is At the:: same '.:timie. 'p, art of the supe et u fbt example ,C in the : third

pr.Oblern be Series A in Table 1, it not 'mentioned that Tom's three nutg,

which "are introdudat in the second; sentence, ,a.re part-,,of th nine nuts that

he arid. Amil0Wil together. In the preceding section we have alr dy referred to

this textual presuppositi9n in/combine problems. The reformulation of these'',

tasks was intended to make the' part-whole relations more obvious and explicit
4 ,

in the verbal text.

Resioding the, compare 1 probiemS7'was done in the "same way as in !the ::Hudson

Study (1980) that was reviewed above. ; we didribt.'preSeht pictures: to`

the children but on4: the .-verbel text 7 oL the problenL, The reEcirti4eti-Cin
.

avoids the expression', "more than" and suggests more obviOttly the. matching ' of

the, two given 'quantities 'to find the Solution. In a sense the rewpr i:ng of

the compare pidaem -is more ,radical -than that of thechange and combine
_

t

problems,

assert table 1 hete

?Sub; ectellut,e- Both ;of word. problems were 6b1107ptivefy
,

administered near the end o{ the' school year _to four firgt--gtad ClatSes
.

year :old04kid- fbur second - grade.. clasies, (7 -8 year olds), with a total number

. of 89 and 84 children resz.ectivly, In both grades of the' pupils wer9v'
. ,

;. given series A first' and`:. Series B one week , later; for the othet half of the

children the order;-was, reversed; : -.i,-,. .,,

On the basis of '.our Ihypothesis; it was prad%&O that, : in thf first. it

Well as in the second grade.; the results for Ser-ida B as:.,1:141'6 ,and f. '.:j.iach
° ....,e.

'of .the ihteeproblem: tp,es ' senar4cia 'would 'be significantly . better than for .
,....._kY

N, ' . 1. . .- . 1.-

Seri e"s 4. It Ws:.s1-6 p64c4d_tix.ATLin-ich cai4--the-i-esnit's of :tir second

'graders would ':be -i§ilifi-dAtitly higher than thoSe of tl'i first gi7ideis. .the

second p--dictiOn is pased(3n the plauSiile.hypothesist-that,' becauteof*their

11
Me7or: exte siVe "experience Witim Word ''prObkems ,. second- have better
deVel0p04 schemata ,f-bi top-down p;oce*Ang of the Vetbaltext,

..: ,

.the data' collect-6S were sufdett.,
.d

to cAiantitative analysis as' well as

,.. , .

..
0.4

_error apalySis: ,



Quantitative analY;is

- ; T
. . .

&doe]. results. Table 2 gives an overview .of the global results' for both ,t'

.

. ,.

grades and for the total group on the two series of N.../Ord Problems:.
r

'Insert Table 2 here

-A-.

'table 2 shows that in both grades and n
A
the total group the reworded

problems of Series B. were solved significantly better than the standard

verbal problems of Series A. A t-test of the differencei Atween the means of

the first and the second graders revealeci that on both series of problems the

second graders obtained significantly higher regults 'than the first graders-J:

two findings are in accordance with the predictions derived from the

;hypothesis in the, previous section:.

A . further analysis. of the answers of the individual children showed that
- -

.-90 (50 fiket gradere and0 second graders) : of the 173 children.'obtaiteka

higher score-on Series B than on Series .A; for 65 (2e "first graders and X37

second graders) both of the scores were equal, and only 18 (11 firet graders

and only 7 second eearaders) childrn tolved Series A better than Series B.qr

From the preceding results one can conclude that. rewording the; verbal

problems had a poFitive. effect on the solution Processes ofilore,than half of

the chiIiiiren who participated in thip study

Results for the three .problemtypee_._The 'resuits for

problem types are summarized in Table,.3;'

the three

Insert Table 3 here.,

For each problet type the following null' hypothesis Was tested.-using the- .

X .-test: theproportio0 of correct and wrong answers are equal for Series A
...

and Series B. Table 3 shows. that ,this null hymothetis was/rejected .in "allhypothesis
..

,

cases. - This , imp-lies . that the general, finding .` that Series' B. is "eolved
a A

signaficanily better than Series A holds 4-so for each: problem- type

separately' in eacki.'grade. Ole' difference between 13Otfi series abOxit the

saAte for the , :ci-Vange 5 :n.'d the compare 1 problems. ( -T- 20%).; but is m2.11-r for

the comblne 2 problems; for this last- type'' o f pro- blem tie r.eiOrmu;',.ation seems'

,

to have lees' eifect:,
1 0



Findings that might look surprising at firSt glance are, the low Scores o
the first graders_ on the change problems and the elatively high 'scores on

the compare problems, which are solved betterthan both other probIeme types

Hol.-4ever, one should keep in mind that we used the most difficult tyPe of
change problems in this study, namely, those with the 'Start Set unknceni

e_D±heliand,___thesiest=kincof=zcztpare_problemsisrepr-isentedi-n,our
SerieS of tasks, namely, comiDareidifferenCe unknoWn ,probleins;
results are generally in line with those reported by Riley (see Riley, et al:,
1983);

Effect of the sequence of presentation
comparing the results for both'SerieS in the two sequences. ofi presentation
(A - B, and A) ; we can check the poSible effect of. Series A on SerieS
and vice-versa. As Table 4 shows both series are solved better during the
second presentation, which suggests the occurrence' of a certain' learning
effect from' the firstito the Secondire-Sentatidn: More important, however', is
that in both sequences Series .B has ,the-'higheSt Score; bUt.-the difference
with Series A is much . greater in 'Elie A - B group than in the B - .A group.
ThiS finding. also supports the hypothesis that the rewording of .;tife probIeis
substantially facilitateS children's .solution processes. In the B, '7 A

sequenc , the favorable influence of the rewording is left out during the
second presentation; Consequently; the results for: Series A is ,'even lower
than kor:.the 'Seride B when preSented first despite a certain learning effect:
Finally the results suggest that !by varying the sequence of presentation:
hay bgen able to neutralize the learning effect to large extent,So that
the'x data allow us to make a rather good estimate of the rewording effect.

. .

. rIndeed Table. 4 shows that the global results for Series A + B dO not. differ
,substantially'between the two sequences of prdsentation.

Eiror.-analysis

Answer Categories. To obtain a mOre detailed analysis of children's-responses.
we have classified their answer on each word problem in the following five'

n .

CategOrieSz

( 1): correct. .answer .(CA

(2) adding error (AE), i e



instead of subtracting the smaller number:, from the largei

problems in our study were subtraction problems, addihrg air",

an 'incorrect answer);

even number error (GNE), i.e., ansv,%r)..ng with one of the gi.v(

the problem, either the first (FGNE) or the ,second (SNE);

(4) ;a ,miscellaneous category containing low frequency errors; eitl

techfnical :errors. (i.e. mistakes that occUr,when a child chow.

icorreOt Operation but failt the eXecution) or errors for

have nth ready explanation (MC);

(5) no answer: (NA):

_Table 5 gives the' tii*tribution of the answers over these

separately for the three 'types of problems (change, cOmbine, and c
, A

Will now-review the.data 'ibr each problem type.

Change problems. Inspection of Table 5 thowt that the 4rea*
. ,

errors on the change problems beiongt to two cateqories,, namely;;

(AE) and "first given number" error. (FGNE). The FGNE outnumbert.th

fi9t grade, but not in the: second grade.. To get a bett r insigl'
-<,.

origins of Children's errors, we asked them to write doWn .on. ti

sheet how they obtained the solutions of the oroblems. This techni

yield much interesting data NeVertheless, we hypothesize that ma:

who committed an AE or a FGNE did not construct aPPIPPX'

representation, and that semantic top-down processing of the probll

largely lackihg in their, solUtion, prcicOss. There is some evidei

protocols: and also in questions the children asked. that :they- eitt

to cue or key words ill the yerkal, text oF,,gueseed., which arithmetic
.

to perfortn. For example., some children asked: "ShoUld. fill

nuither?"; this -was probably a reaction to the last words .in .the, q

the problem text: "in the beginning " .Other children presumably

the key Wordt "win" and "get". with the' adding operation:.

Table ',5, giVevut- also an initial picture of the influence 1

rewording on the ckildren ' s .answers;: Obviously, the frequency of

(AE and:'179111ii).decreaqessigni.ficantlr7fromSeries

In the first grade' the decrease greater for e , tha n for

While the reverse, is true for the second grade:: However., ciebre,





total error percentage on Series B did not/result in an equal increase in the

percentage of correct answers because soMe children committed,adifferent

error on Series S than on Series A. Therefore, we analyzed the errorson

Series-A of those children ;who gave a correct answer on. Series. B. Eighty-

four children fell into this category. Their errors on Series A were

distributed as follows: 26 AE, 44 FGNE, 7 SGNE, and 4 errOrs'in the

miscellaneous category. These data suggest that our reformulatin4 of the

'change ,problems was most effective with respect to the FGNE,- and' less

effective with respect ,to, the AE. In view of, thdA way in which we fiaVe

reworded the change problehs, this is not at all surprising. Indeed, to the

traditSonal Problem' stat4ment we have added .one sentence in which' more

explicit reference° is :made the unknown start set. This facilitates an

appropriate bottom-up prOc4sing, of,the verbal text, and prevents the child

f,-om assoOiating'the first..given number =with the start set..

Combine problems- In Tab e one 'Aee,that again the AE, and the FGNE are

the most fr,equentlx errors, CUtnuMbers the :FGNE only. On Series A-,;Anf.

the first grade..4ext too e:.frequency,::ofboth error types

is- generally signifidan y J.OverkOh:Series:B:than on Series A, although

difference is smaller anon :the change problems and almost non - existent for

the FGNE At.the first graders1HoweVer,the.total,ailmberof:errOrs.on the

the

combine problems is . also considerably smaller than on the change

especially for the'first gradeis.

problems,

A difference between the combine problems and the other two problem types

is the higher percentage of errors in the miscellaneous category. It is also

noteworthy that the rewording, of the problems certainly did not influence

these errors positively.

To have a better idea of-the rewording effect we analyzed the individual

errors on Series A of those pupils who solved the problem correctly on Series

-B.,Among the 71 children who were in this case, the distribution of errors

was as follows: 28 AE, 21 FGNE, 6,SGNE, and 13 errors in the mieCellaneous,

category. other words', rewording seems to have a more or less equal effect

on Eah main error cate@ories. However,' these data also suggest an

explanation for the 'finding in Table 5 that rewording has less positive

influence on the FGNE. A number of children who answered the traditionally

formulated problems with the outcome of the wrong operation (AE) probably

committed a FGNE on the reformulated iroblems.

As was the case for the change probleMs, the answer protocols yielded
_

little relevant' data on children's solution. processes. However, on the.basis

of work by others and the results of a longitudinal study in our center, we

assume that the AE amd especially the FGNE are mainly due to shortcomings in



the children's understanding of the problems that can be ascribed either to, a

lack of understanding of part-whole relations (Riley et al., 1983) , or to

misunderstanding isolated words and/or sentences in the verbal text (e.g..
7

misinterpreting 'a sentence like "Persdn :A and person B have x objects

altogether" as follows: "Person A has x objects, and Person B also has x

objects") (De Corte & Verschaffel, I983a) . Another source of errors, and

especially AE, could be that children process the verbal text only
\-7.,/

superficially: instead of trying to construct a mental representation of the

problem as a whole, they focus on a key word that is associated with a

certain operation (e.g. "altogether" is associated with adding); certain data

suggest that instructional practice in schools produCes, or .at least

fosters--albeit unwillingly--such a. solution procedure (De Corte &

Verschaffel, 1983b)
u.

The facilitation effect of the rewording can be attributed either to the

cirturnYen-tion. of the need for a cornbine'. schema by imaking the' part^who,le

relation more explicit in the text (Riley-, et al. , 1983); or to the

elimination of possible misunderstandings' of words or sentences in the problem,

or to the breaking of the

operation.

association between a key word and an arithmetic

compare problems. Table 5 shows that, on the compare problems, .one error .type
,,-

outnumbers all, the other categories, namely, the adding error; it represeneS

ce)D

each time about half or more than half '_- f , the total number of errors. In

Comparison with the combine problems an especially with the change problems

the percentage of FGNE is remarkably low. Nevertheless, answering with one of

the given numbers, either the first .or the second, still remains an major

error category.

Rewording the problems had a strong and fayoraiole leffect; 4..nOpis respect

our study confirms Hudson's (1980) findings. In particular, the most

frequently occurring AE drops significantly on Series B. This is shown not

only in Tam 5, but also by the analysis of the errors on Series, A of those

children who answered Correctly on Series B. Seventy-nine pupils were, in this

category. Their errors on Series A were distributed as follows : 51 AE, 20

FGNE, 2 SGNE, and 5 errors) in the miScellaneous category.

In the absence of data on children's solution processes, vie can again only

give some hypothetical interpretations of. the observed errors. It, is

important here to ta..ke into account that, in our schools, first and second

graders are .muCh less familiar with cokpare problems (especially in their

traditional formulation) than with change and combine problems. Therefore, We



may plausibly assume that they do not yet have available a well-developed

compare schema thatewould facilitate top-down.processing of the verbal text.
. .

It is not surprising, then, that some hildren were unable to construct an

approprfat ..mental problem representation, especially when tley are given .a

Series compare problem; Some of those children may have interpreted such

problems .in terms of the more familiar change schema (Verschaffel, 1984), or

they may have applied the so-called °"ke -word strategy", i.e. they react to
Y

the key word "more than'', which is associated with adding (De Corte &

Verschaffel, 1983b). It is even .possible that some children who did not

understand the problem at simply used the best known and most familiar

arithmetic operation: adding the two given numbers.

There is a'ready explanation .of the facilitation effect of the rewording of

the compare problems. By avoiding the unfamiliar and difficult expression

Lore than" and by Obvibusly., iliggeating e' matching; pfoaedu.re in the verbal

text, we make the problem situation much easier for the;children to grasp.

tr

'Discussion

The results of the present study support-the7hypothesis that rewording Verbal

problems in such a way that the semantic relations,are made more explicit

without affeCting the underlying semantic and Mathematical structure,

facilitates the understanding of word problems for and the solution-of these

probleMs by young elementary school children.

Over the'past few years a considerable bOdy of research has yielded evidence

that tbe semantic structure of word probiemssignificantly influenceS the

Zifficulty level 'of the problems and children's strategies applied to solve

them. The findings of thepresent study are, not-in conflict with.this

well-dO6mented finding but rather complement it. Indeedirour data show that;

with:resPect-to young prOblem ataversi.considerable differences in the level

of difficulty can occur Within a given problem tyPeirdepending on the degree

tothich.:the semantic relations between the sets in the problem are made. . .. , .

explicitobviousi andunarribiguous in the surface structure of -the verbal

text

These young and inexperienced problem solvers have difficultieS in.

Understanding word preblems that are stated in the usual .condensed and

sometimes even ambiguous form because they have not Yet sufficiently

mastered the semantic schemata underlying the prOblems. Therefore, they

cannot, to the same. extent'



as experienced problem solvers, apply toP-down, conceptually-driven semantic

processing of the verbal text, but are committed largely to bottom-up or

text-driven procesSing to build up a repre'Sentation of the problem: Rewording

problems by making the semantic relations more explicit compensates for the

less developed semantic schemata and facilitates appropriate bottom -up

processing. The nature of the main error types and the difference in their

frequency, on the two series of probLems (Series A and Series B) supports this

interpretation of the facilitation effect of problem rewording. Although the

present study did not yield much data on thesolUtion processes that produce

the ;main error types their nature and origins have already been .

welldocumghted..in previous research.: (De- Corte- &. Verschaffele1983 a and b;

Riieli;!.pt al., 1983;. Verschaffef, 1984)::

1<int%Ch & Qreenc: (in .preparation; see.also.Van Dijk & -Kintsch, in press)

:haVe. @ntly clevblOped......af.mOdel. that cane account appropriately for flour

findings and that, :":retiOieMent competent

prOplettolying model ontlinedeatlier in this paper; the KintSdh r:&; Green&

model the initial stage of the probleM-,solving ptocess, . 'namely, the

construction of a mental.problem representation, is divided:in two substages:

-in the first phase, the problem: solver transforms the verbal input into -a

propositional text base; in the second phase, starting from those

Propositions, he. constructs the internal representation of. the problem

situation.

This Model, implies that modifications in the usual problem text (e.g.

adding or changing words, expressions, or a sentence) will give rise to a

different text base. More specifically, our rewordings, which consist mainly

in rendering the semantic relations between the sets in the problem statement

more explicit, will result in a more elaborated text base. As a consequence,

the construction of an appropriate mental representation of the problem

situation starting'from this more elaborated text base will be facilitated;

The present study is also relevant in the Perspective of educational

practice. An impOrtant implication relates to the formulation of verbal

problems in textbooks for elementary mathematics education.,Usually, textbook

writers paymore attention to the purely arithmetIc aspects Of word problems:

than to the wording of thosetasks;- Our investigation demonstrates.clearly

that children are often given problems that they.,fail to solve not because

they lack the necessary arithmetic skills but becauSe theY,do notSucceeddn

constructing an appropriate problem representation dUe to..their inability to::

understand correctly'the condensed and. sometimes atbiguous statement-of the

prOblemThe present:studY also:Contains sUggettionS concerning the direction
,

n which one can search for rewordings that are helpful in overcoming some of

the difficulties that childreh experience.":

16
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Table is Traditional

Type of ptoblem

A) and reworded (Series B) verbal problems

Series A. Series B

Change/start set unknown Joe won 3 marbles.

° (change 5) Now he has 5 marbles.

HaAmany marbles did
d/

Joe have in the be-

ginning?

Bob gclt 2 coo4es.

'Not:, he has-,5 cookies.

How many-cookies did

Bob have in the be-

nning?

CoMbine/subset unknoWn

JcOpbine

'Tom and Ann have:9.

nuts altogether;

Tom has3 nuts'.

:How many nuts does_

Ann have?

Tom have 8 books

-..altogether.

Ann. has 5 books.

How many books does Tom

have?:

Compare/difference unknown Pete, has 8 apples.

.(compare 1) Ann has 3 apples;

How many apples does

Pete haVe more than Ann?

Ann has 6 puppies;

Sue has--3 pUppies.

How many puppies does

Ann hive more than

Sue?

Joe had some marbles.

He won 3 more marbles:

Now he has 5-marbles;,

How many marbles did Joe

have in the'beginhing?

17

4ob had some cookies.

4e got 2 more cookies

Now fie has 5 cookies.

How many cookies did

Bob have .in the beginning?

wpm and Ann have 9 nuts

altogether;

Three of these nuts belong

to Tom.

The rest belongs to Ann;

How many nuts does'Ann

have?

la and Tom have 8 books

altogether.
_ .

Five of these books belong

to Ann.

How many books does Tom have?

_ u

There are 8 riders;

but there Ste onIyja horses;
/

Hoy many riders won't,

get a horse?

There are 6 children;

but there are only 3 chairs.'

How many children-won't

get a chair?



Tab ld 2. Mdan tdoresi and standard deviations for Series A and Series B '

18

List- B t-test of 4signiiicance

'

.

Secona grade

(N=84)
.

Total group

EN =/73)

.15

3.03

2.11
.; .

2.28

4.34

3.98

1.51

2.44

p

p < .01

'16

'* Maximum score on each list = 6;00
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Table : Prov:irtions of correct- responses ."for tine three types word prOble*s.

Problem, type Group SerieS Series B
2

X -test of

significance:

Fir St:grade (N=89)

`Second grade (N=84)
.

Total group :(N=113)

Firstlrade (N =89)

Second grade (N=84)

Total group (N=173)

.33
"
.79

01

.01

36-

,Compare;1 First grade (N=89)

Second grade (N =84)

Total group (N=173)

.71

.56

.83

.70

<'.0
< .0I

p < .01
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Table 4. Proportion of correct 'responses on Seiies- teriet B,^ 'and Series
A + B for the .two sequences of presentation

Sequence of
presentation

SerieS A

22



5 Distril*tion (in %) of tne. answers over the iffetent ansWer
categorieVfor each type of problems

21

Problem Answer
type ,categories

.v4roup.o pupils.

Change 5 \ CA

AE
FGkIE
SGNE.

MC

Combine 2 CA ;
AE.,

FGNE
,SGNE
MC

NA

Fil-st grade Seconil grade Total group

Series 'A Seriet-'13

....
' 13 33 61. .. 79, -36' 55:... i ...

" 30-.."'. 17 ler:. . , .. 22 ,« :..12 :;:'
46 '36' .,.. 14 ' 30

2: 5 5 ' 4. 4
4 8 3' 4: , 7
5 3A., 4 . 1.

z.

:71 .1.

83 56' 70'.
17'; 9: Ai1,

4 ... 15 ,

3. 4 '7.e Z
? ,7' "

op 9
.

'.3..' .1 ,
4'.%".4,-..\407.4.;;;", . ',..., .

47:: .:470 "76 7'.. 90 :. ' .6.1 8
. ,

34. v 14 " 16 '; 25
, 11- 6 . 3' 1 7

2 1 i r 1
7, 4, . '5 7

5, ..1.'7 ;;0

'Compare

FGNE

MC `

NA

43 .57
.23 s 14' -
15 14

5 2
11 to
3

71
11.

9
4'
4

CA" -d1 cort,ect .answer
AE adding error

- .,FGNE' "fifst. giVen number" error
,SGNE "second given numbek"' error.
MC =iiiisceIlanecus category
NA''= no answer


